Device and Device SDK Working Group

Notes for March 2 2020

Status updates

• C SDK
  ◦ Consumed new utils library, now possible to build with C++
  ◦ --overwrite support (issue #223) in progress (Dave R)
  ◦ Custom REST endpoints (issue #234) in progress

• Go SDK
  ◦ Discovery PR in review (PR #448)

Type information in Readings

• https://github.com/edgexfoundry/go-mod-core-contracts/issues/193
  • “valueType” field to be added. Optional “mediaType” and “floatEncoding” to be included for floating point / binary data as appropriate; core-contracts issue updated.

AOB

• Visual Inference code pending completion of approval process for release
• Tony re-reviewing Bluetooth device service (now device-ble-c)